MA10™ 12E
Upright Scrubber
• Compact – Ideal design for scrubbing
small spaces quickly
• Sanitary – Creates a cleaner environment
compared to mopping
• Versatile – Cleans hard surfaces quickly
and effectively

Big clean for small spaces.
Moving beyond the mop.
For generations the mop and bucket was the only option for cleaning
small spaces, but simply spreading dirt around is neither effective nor
sanitary. This is why Clarke developed the MA10™ 12E Upright Scrubber.
Not only does its compact, lightweight design allow you to clean very
tight areas, but its superior productivity gets the job done fast, giving you
more time for other tasks.

Trusted. Reliable. Efficient.

Low profile. High performance.

The faster way to cleaner floors.
The Clarke MA10’s convenient, easy-to-use features make it perfect for cleaning
small, high-traffic spaces quickly and effectively. The single-pass scrub and dry
performance provides quick access to cleaned areas, and the comfortable,
two-hand grip combined with its light weight make maneuverability and
transport easy for any operator.

A cleaner clean.
With a more effective and efficient cleaning system that removes dirt and water
rather than spreading it around like a traditional mop, you not only decrease
chances for slip-and-falls, but you create a more hygienic environment, as well.

The better alternative.
The MA10™ 12E enables you to dramatically increase your cleaning productivity
while making daily cleaning tasks much more comfortable and enjoyable,
compared to the messy mop and bucket alternative.

Simple and Intuitive Controls

Optional Carpet Cleaning Kit

Low Profile

Using a scrubber has never been so easy thanks
to the simple controls of the MA10™ 12E:
brush/vac motor on/off and water on/off.

Freshen up smaller carpets, including removal of
spots, by adding an optional carpet kit. Brush
and squeegees can be removed without any
tools making daily maintenance operations easy
and fast.

The MA10™ 12E has a cleaning clearance of
under 4 inches, providing easy access to
hard-to-reach areas.

MA10™ 12E Upright Scrubber
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Two-hand grip provides
comfortable operation
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Removable tank in tank
design makes filling and
emptying easier
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Low deck profile gives the
operator easy access to
hard-to-reach areas
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Dosing cap makes adding
the right amount of
detergent much easier
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Optional manual suction hose
offers the ability to reach less
accessible areas
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High brush speed and strong
suction effectively cleans hard
surfaces or carpet
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Flexible squeegees can be raised
and lowered for double scrubbing
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Easy maintenance allows for a
clean, functional machine
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Strong aluminum frame is built
for reliability and long life
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Detachable power cord for
quick service
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Quick cord clip for simple
cord management
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Tanks, squeegees and brush lock
into place with an audible “click”,
ensuring proper installation
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Foot Activated Controls

MA10™ 12E Solution Tank

Lightweight Design

Machine functions stop when in the
upright position.

Solution tank dispenses only clean solution,
unlike a traditional mop-and-bucket.

Light weight (26.5 lb) ensures easy transport.

Specifications
Model Numbers
Cleaning Width
Performance Per Hour
(Theoretical / Practical)
Brush Speed
Squeegee Width
Solution Capacity
Waterlift
Airflow
Solution Flow
Runtime Per Tank
Recovery Capacity
Vacuum Motor
Dimensions L x W x H
Weight (with Cord)
Sound Level
Cord Length
Detachable Cord
Medium Brush (1)
Squeegee Blades (2)
Two Hands Working Handle
Manual Suction Hose
Carpet Care Kit
Fill Horizontal and Vertical
Audible Locking Noise
Double Scrubbing
Dosing Cup Integrated into
Solution Cap
Quick Cord Clip
Onboard Storage

MA10™ 12E

MA10™ 12E Complete

107408160

107408161
12.2 in (31 cm)

2,434 / 1,590 ft2 (226 / 147 m2)
2,100 rpm
12.6 in (32.1 cm)
0.8 gal (3 L)
72 in H2O (180 mBar)
33.9 CFM (16 L/sec)
0/0.05 gal/min (0/0.2 L/min)
up to 16 min
1 gal (4 L)
0.94 hp (700 W)
15.75 in x 14.2 in x 45.3 in (40 cm x 36 cm x 115 cm)
26.5 lb (12 kg) / 33.1 lb (15 kg) w/ solution
72 ± 2 dB A
33 ft (10 m)
50 ft (15 m)
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Optional
Standard
Optional
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Optional

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Available Accessories
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medium nylon brush, white (pn 107411860)
Hard nylon brush, black (pn 107411861)
Microfiber brush, white (pn 107411862)
Carpet brush, blue (pn 107411863)
Squeegee blade kit, includes two (pn 107411867)
Carpet vacuum shoes, includes two (pn 107411868)
Off aisle hose and wand kit (pn 107411864)
Carpet care kit (pn 107411865)
Accessory bag kit (pn 107414568)
Replacement two handle (pn 107413470)
Detachable 33 foot power cord (pn 107416428)
Detachable 50 foot power cord (pn 107416424)
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